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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Songs of the Rus DLC contains three new songs, totaling almost 10 minutes, composed by the talented
Andreas Waldetoft. These songs run while playing a Russian, Bulgarian or Alan ruler.

 Land of the Rus
 The Trade Route
 Alexander Nevsky Rides to Battle
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Title: Crusader Kings II: Songs of the Rus
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Interactive
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,French,German
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If i had a kid, it would be this game. Very relaxing and I love the art ambience of this game. The sculpture shapes and colors
morph into new ones non-stop, creating a limitless evolving art experience! I expected the game to be entirely on rails but it's
totally the opposite. You surf on a little slab that you are in full control of with the controllers (the controllers look awesome
btw). You go wherever you want, even outside the scultpure tunnels themselves. It's a very smooth motion, no motion sickness at
all here. Cool game, and a pretty good one to introduce new Vivers too as well.

My overview: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aE2cZKdRvo8. I guess Mixed is about right for this revamp. There's
something about it that doesn't make me hate it, but I'm not in love with it either. I ended up enjoying Dex way more, which is
extremely underrated and unfairly criticized. I do look forward to get more from these developers though, and I don't think 10
bucks is asking too much for it. For the price it's worth the ride, but it might be only worth it for nostalgia Flashback fans.. This
game has an interesting concept. I wish there was better execution. The mechanics are pretty funky.

  - The camera follows the cue ball
  - The cue stick follows the cue ball
  - Stripes are solid and solids are stripes.

Also, there are a fair amount of typos in the text.. Good shoot 'em up. The graphics are sharp (and look cool), it reminded me a
lot of Alien Hominid. The game itself is, like I said, pretty good but straightforward. You just press and hold Space to shoot,
ocassionally press X to use your powers and Control to grab bigger enemies (and press Space some more). The goal is to keep
enemies from flying past you. If you let 50 pass, it's game over. If you can keep them off you're awarded a medal. So nothing
groundbreaking.
However, I wish there was a little bit more variation in enemies (and enemy designs as well). But it's a solid game nonetheless.
Would I recommend it ? No. Unless you're really into shoot 'em ups, that is.

[Rating: 62/100]. Very fun, very fun. Great game to let friends play or just enjoy yourself. Turn up super sampling it'll be even
more cool. The video doesn't do it justice. The videos are too slow paced. It's pretty fast tbh.. I am bad at these kind of games
and this one is no exception. I absolutely love the angle the creators took when making the theme. The variety in the level types
keeps it very interesting. Maybe someday they could add a level creator? Beyond that and more levels, this game is essentially
feature complete.. Much better than I first expected!

----Spoiler Reminding----

The stories are well described and which Mike is "true" is totally depends on the path we choose.

There are 9 different ending and End 4 - 9 have been achieved by one hour playing. The ending are either sad or dark.

As a free charge game, it deserves to have a try.. It's short. Very short. Like "do a lets play and not even get one episode" short.
It feels like the developer said, "We got access to a headset, a motion capture suit, and a ballerina, what can we do with that?"
That being said, what's there isn't bad. It's not great either.

They tried to make it like you're on a stage as the performance goes on, but the stage itself is somewhat ugly and clashes with
the rest of the look. The environment doesn't do the characters justice. The interaction, meaning the 4-5 times you actually do
something, feels very tacked on and imprecise, and when you actually do something, it's always binary. Your interaction is as
simple in nature as point and click. It builds to a moment when the dancer is dancing circles around you and it feels almost
playful and captivating and you're getting drawn in and you're smiling and feeling sort of off balance by it all... then it ends.
Honestly, if they had kept it up for a few more scenes it would be great.

Unless you're desperate for content I'd recommend you pass.
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Good, like it.

(Less Chinese songs pls, not a fan of Chinese). What an adorable little game! I recommend it to anyone who has an hour of
time. :). Don't let this game fool you. It is surprisingly difficult, and complex. As you begin play (as someone like myself with
no prior experience in Reigns) you find yourself faced with 4 meters, a deck of "cards" and, the option to swipe left or right
based on the your choice of decision on the card's direction. Most decisions you make will effect, in order and unforgivingly:
your power, your relationship with the Seven, your relationship to the people, and your coffers. Choose wisely!

Pros: Beautiful show-based soundtrack, evocative artwork, and a difficult to master / easy to learn mechanism of gameplay.

Cons: None, though it is worth noting that this game will not do it for everyone.. Oddly adorable.. a hour of fun reading. 10/10
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